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Once In A Blue Moon 

We don’t know where the expression came from but we do
know when it will next happen. It doesn’t happen often ...
But the next one happens at the end of this month.

We are, of course, talking about that rare occurrence when
there are two full moons in a single month. This month, we
have our first full moon on the 1 . We enjoy a Blue Moon onst

the 31 . st

This blue moon occurs at the outset of Labor Day weekend.
What a wonderful coincidence! 

Traditionally, Labor Day marks the end or our “season” (if
there is such a thing at our special place). Oh, we fully expect
to enjoy a few more pleasant weekends but we know leaves
will be falling soon and temperatures will make outdoor
nudity less appealing.

What still seems like an endless summer, this year, is surly
coming to a conclusion. But, not without some wonderful
activities planned for August.

It starts on the 4  with our Home Brew competition. If youth

practice the fine art of brewing your own, bring some samples
to see how other eduners rate your effort.

Then, on August 11, we have our final Open House of the
year. We all have friends curious about our chosen lifestyle.
Invite them to experience it for themselves.

August 18 is our Wine & Cheese tasting. See the separate
article for more information on this event.

Throughout the month, we will have certified massage
therapists on hand offering their services on every Saturday.
We encourage all Eduners to negotiate their own deals to
enjoy the relaxation they offer.

It only happens once in a blue moon. It happens in August!

Wine And Cheese Tasting 

Fine wine is appreciated by people everywhere. And, it is
produced in many countries around the world. We understand
there are vintners in all 50 states. That would include Kansas.

On August 18, Eduners will be able to share their favorite
wine and cheese with others and experience the favorites
others bring. 

The event begins at 6 pm and will continue until all the wine
and cheese is consumed or everyone has passed out. 

Price of admission: 1 bottle of wine and one block of cheese.
You will be expected to explain why you choose the wine
and cheese and what to look for when tasting it. If anyone
feels inclined to recite a poem or provide background music,
that would be welcome, but not necessary.

We are anxious to learn about the choices other Eduners
make regarding their favorite wines and cheeses.

Report On July Activities 

Although July was typically hot, it did not seem to deter our
supporters from enjoying a busy month at our special place.

Our July Open House saw a number of new faces. We were
surprised most waited until nearly 3 before they ventured
down the trail. Evidently, they did not wish to endure the
obligatory clothing-required period of the Open House. Hey!
Visitors may come anytime. No need to await an open house.

That evening, Carl led a drum circle with more percussion
instruments that we have seen collected in one place at one
time. Everyone seemed to enjoy the experience. We imagine
they will be even better prepared for the next one.

Tie dye is always sure to please. Jon was a good sport and
filled in to lead the event. It is a chance to be creative.
Everyone who tried it left with something truly original.

Astronomy that evening was planned for an evening with no
moon. Thus, many of the planets and the stars that decorate
a summer Kansas sky were clear. Carl, provided expertise
and a telescope through which we could see the rings of
Saturn and other heavenly wonders.

The month concluded with a visit from our friendly dermatol-
ogist who screened everyone. Some left with spots they
should watch; most were given a good report. Everyone was
able to have their questions and concerns answered.

Of course, we enjoyed a movie on the big screen every
Saturday evening. Thanks to those who brought an offering.

DON’T FORGET 
Activities designated HN are sponsored by Heartland Naturists

Aug 4; Sat; Home Brew Competition
Aug 4; Sat; Dusk; Evening program
Aug 11; Sat; 12-3; Open House
Aug 12; Sun; 4-6; Board of Directors
Aug 17; Fri; 8:30-10:30; HN Swim
Aug 18; Sat; 6-?; Wine & Cheese tasting
Aug 18; Sat; Dusk; Evening program
Aug 25; Sat; Dusk; Evening program
Aug 31; Fri; Begin Blue Moon Weekend
Sept 1; Sat; Dusk; Evening program
Sept 2; Sun; 4-6; Board of Directors
Sept 2; Sun; Dusk; Evening program
Sept 3; Mon; Labor Day
Sept 8; Sat; Dusk; Evening program
Sept 15; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Sept 21; Fri; 8:30-10:30; HN Swim
Sept 22; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Sept 29; Sat; 8-10; Sauna

“With a little inner pirouette of excitement I realised just how
much there was to look forward to tomorrow. The thought of being
all day naked in the sun was delicious enough in itself, but there
was the whole of our new world to explore.” Lucy Irvine, Cast-
away



Our First Visit To Lake Edun
by Edison Bruce

My wife Christine and I visited Lake Edun for the first time
last weekend, and we were completely awed by the experi-
ence. Since this was also our first visit to a clothing-free
location of any kind, we were excited and a bit nervous. We
are usually nude at home, and are accustomed to performing
daily activities without clothes, but we had never had the
opportunity to do so in a social environment. 

We were a little anxious as we walked to the barn and
checked in, but within five minutes we felt completely at
home. We transferred our camping gear to the grounds by
South beach, got undressed and set up camp. We worked up
quite a sweat from raising the tent and blowing up our
mattress and floating tubes, so we went straight to the water.
It was the clearest and cleanest lake we have ever swam in.
We could have stayed in the water for hours. After swim-
ming, we met people who were long-time attendees as well
as first-time visitors. Of all the camps, barbecues, or outings
in general, I have never found a group of people as friendly
and approachable as the folks at Lake Edun. We were
welcomed as though we were a part of a family. Everything
about the whole trip exceeded my expectations, and I cannot
over-state how amazingly pleased we are with everything. 

Strangely, the thing that struck us as the most profound about
the whole trip was not being at Lake Edun, but rather what it
was like after we left. On the drive home, suddenly my shirt
felt like it weighed a hundred pounds. Our skin couldn't
breathe, and we felt awkward and constricted. It served to
show just how free and natural clothes-free living is, and the
obsession and requirement of clothing in our world seems
kind of silly. 

In the end, we completely enjoyed our weekend there and are
planning on more trips in the future. :)

I Can Help; I Will Help ... 

You know the cliché, many hands make light work? They
also make the job go faster. The truth is, there are a lot of jobs
that have to be done by someone to keep Lake Edun function-
ing. That’s why we have volunteer work days to assist in
getting the grounds and lake ready for the season and to close
it down for the winter.

Being a naturist is special and we have a special place we can
go to experience our favorite dress code. Since we are a small
organization, members and visitors can experience a sense of
investment and ownership in keeping our special place going
and growing for years to come by volunteering to help out.

For instance, after all these years Maxine is feeling she needs
a break. She has been the e-mail voice for Lake Edun for
many years and many of us feel she is irreplaceable, but time
moves on. She would love for someone to fill her digital
shoes for awhile. Contact us if you would be interested.

Social media is the fastest, least expensive way to make our
presence known to others who might either be interested in
naturism, or become acquainted with naturism for the first
time. We would really appreciate having someone take the
task of updating our Face Book page. If you have the know-
how, we eagerly await your making yourself known to us.

We have a board of directors who do much of the planning
and work about the affairs of running Lake Edun. We have
a lot of new members who undoubtedly have fresh ideas and
enthusiasm. There are positions to fill that are important to
maintaining a healthy and vibrant organization. Please
consider accepting a position on the board.

One other thing. Anyone can take a bit of time to write a
short e-mail to tell others what a great experience you had at
the lake. Sharing a good word about Lake Edun is a welcome
‘thank you’ to everyone whose hard work helped make
someone else’s day better. 

Talk up Lake Edun. Invite friends. Make Lake Edun your
own Special Place. [Ed.]

Free At Last, Free At Last!

Stephen Gough, a former Royal Marine, has been released
from prison after serving six years for his refusal to wear any
clothes. Dubbed the naked rambler, the 53 year old was first
detained by police in 2003 when he attempted to make the
walk from Land’s End in England to John O’Groats in
Scotland, completely nude. Long time Bare Facts readers
will recall we documented his ordeal many years ago.

Following his arrest, he has spent the last six years in prison.
His arrest for public nudity didn’t earn him a six year prison
term, but being released and promptly being re-arrested
multiple times did. Gough was freed from Perth Prison on
Tuesday. The police spoke with him briefly outside the
prison, but did not arrest him, for once. 

Gough was positive about the turn-around from the authori-
ties: “My opinion is that the police have thought the guy’s
not going to give up so let’s have a think about it. Something
has changed and it is good for me.”

The Chief Inspector of police said “We have been working
closely with our partners in law enforcement and the individ-
ual concerned in an effort to resolve this impasse.

In prison, Gough spent much of his sentence in solitary
confinement, kept away from many other prisoners and given
only half an hour to shower and walk up and down the hall.

The cost of repeatedly arresting, sentencing and jailing
Gough has been estimated to be over $780,000.

Gough is keen to continue with his naked walking though, in
spite of the troubles he has faced. He describes his stance
towards no clothes as being about “individual freedom” and
added that he had no regrets:

“To conform with everyone else is the easiest way, but when
you conform you compromise your principles. I am not going
to give up. Stay naked is the word.”

Here is a shining example of rugged individualism. Good for
Steve and shame on the Scots. The police were solely out to
force Mr. Gough to conform. This was an arrogant abuse of
police power that finally cost the taxpayer so much wasted
money that he was released. This “impasse” could have been
resolved six years ago in this same manner if personal egos
by police had been reined in by the political leadership. 

You’ll find the complete story here.

http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/07/19/naked-rambler-finally-runs-free/


Walt Whitman 

“Never before did I get so close to Nature; never before did
she come so close to me…Nature was naked, and I was
also…Sweet, sane still Nakedness in Nature! – ah if poor,
sick, prurient humanity in cities might really know you once
more! Is not nakedness indecent? No, not inherently. It is
your thought, your sophistication, your fear, your respectabil-
ity, that is indecent. There come moods when these clothes of
ours are not only too irksome to wear, but are themselves
indecent.”

I’m not sure when Whitman, (1819-1892) wrote these lines,
possibly in 1877. That’s 135 years ago. It’s also 25 or more
years before the birth of the modern naturist movement in
Germany. 

Despite the years, how clearly he understood the essence of
naturism and the tyranny of conventional thinking about
clothing. He quite correctly understood the psychological
barriers preventing most in society from embracing naturism.

The body isn’t indecent; it’s our thoughts that falsely make it
so. Like Whitman, how well modern naturists can agree with
his exclamation that there is nothing more sweet than being
naked in nature and that there are times when clothes are
irksome to wear.

Truly Whitman was a visionary who not only imagined a new
way of seeing nature, but also live it in his naked ramblings.
He was able to translate to us his insights in his writings and
poetry, passing on to us a sense of his mystic connection with
nature. 

Whitman obviously shared the outlook held by the romantic
movement in Europe in his belief that in nature wretched,
city-bound humanity discovers healing and renewal. While
we moderns may not ascribe to nature the soaring powers of
healing proclaimed in early naturism, we do agree that being
nude in nature has restorative qualities.

Walking the trails west of the lake is ever a delight. To
experience the freedom of bare skin while among the trees
and open grassland produces a sense of oneness with the
landscape that doesn’t occur while clothed. With no artifact
of human manufacture between you and the natural world
grants a sense of connectedness with nature. 

Being free of clothing removes the last remnant of feeling
armored and protected. Somehow the senses seem more alert
and our vulnerability is made abundantly clear. With only our
skin, we are no longer the masters, but become a part of the
landscape. Our dependency on our “things” in normal life
starkly contrasts with the simplicity of nakedness in nature.

As naturists, we have the option of living in both worlds.
With this comes a changed perspective toward our body, the
bodies of others, and the world of clothing and possessions.
That other world of possessions has its place, but the naturist
discovers that its values no longer are as defining and all
encompassing as once believed. 

To become a naturist changes us in our perspective on the
world in which we live. I think for the better. [Ed.]

In The News

On July 18, 2012, an Oregon man kept his clothes on when
he went through court security on his way to his trial, unlike
the episode that got him there: stripping at Portland’s airport
to protest security measures he found invasive.

On Wednesday, a judge ruled that the defendant did not
break the law when he stripped down at PDX back in April.
The judge ruled that the nudity was an act of protected
speech.

On April 17, the intrepid traveler arrived at PDX intending
to take a business trip. When he reached the gate, he declined
to go through the airport’s body scanners, instead choosing
the alternative metal detector and body pat-down. After the
pat-down, the TSA officer detected nitrates on the gloves he
used to check the passenger.

“For me, time slowed down,” he said. “I thought about
nitrates and I thought about the Oklahoma City bombing.”
Before his trial after months of angst every time he went
through security, the nitrate detection was the final straw for
him, a wordless accusation that he was a terrorist.

So he took off all his clothes.

“I was mostly motivated by the absurdity of it all. The irony
that they want to see me naked, but I don’t get to take my
clothes off,” he said. “You have all these machines that
pretend to do it.”

The prosecutor said if nudity is considered protected by the
First Amendment, then anyone who is arrested while nude
can also claim that their actions are a protest.

However the judge didn’t buy it, saying the trial is not about
the process of TSA searches, but simply about whether
nudity is protected free speech.

The law says that naked people are only breaking the law if
they’re having sex in public or got undressed “with the intent
of arousing the sexual desire” of another person.

As the defendant left the stand Wednesday, he said his
protest was also intended to give the TSA an idea of the
effect its policies had on travelers, especially the body-
scanners that produce images of passengers without clothes
on.

“I wanted to show them it’s a two-way street,” he said. “I
don’t like a naked picture of me being available.”

The complete story is here. 

Anyone who has flown a number of times in the last several
years can sympathize with this passenger who finally had had
enough. At the same time, we don’t want any more 9-11's.
It’s a tough balancing act.

This being said, having personally been subjected to “random
searches,” or witnessed others going through ridiculous
searches that defied common sense, I can understand the
protester. I like the chutzpah displayed by this passenger
which is in the grandest of American traditions going back to
1776. [Ed.]

http://www.keprtv.com/news/local/Man-who-stripped-for-TSA-search-at-PDX-found-not-guilty-162935416.html


The Body And The Uncomfortable Feeling

We all are thoroughly familiar with how our society generally
thinks about public nudity. Ill at ease or uncomfortable would
be the mildest of descriptions. Aghast, distraught, outraged
would probably describe the reaction more likely to be
expressed.

Still, images of nudity are all around us in media of anony-
mous models or entertainment figures. Someone seems to
think that a whole lot of people like to look at the nude folks.
Certainly the editors of ESPN Magazine do as they have an
annual “Body” issue with nude photos of some of the world’s
elite athletes posing in the buff.

The nudity found in the Body Issue probably more closely
emulates the ideals of the ancient Greeks toward the athletic
body than just about any other media source. The caveat
being that the Greeks unashamedly revealed the entire body,
breasts and genitals proudly displayed. ESPN has to artfully
cover “the naughty parts.”

One of the athletes’ photographed nude was Abby Wambach
who is on the US Olympic soccer team. The hometown sports
writer took the occasion to express his discomfort at seeing
Abby nude.

He wasn’t mean or shrill, just uncomfortable in the sense of,
“Too much information!” He thinks it was a mistake. He
insinuates that her nudity is a negative role model for her
legions of impressionable young fans.

He goes on to explain that, Wambach’s photos in ESPN
The Magazine’s “Body Issue” of 27 great sports figures
showing off their great figures are in terrific taste, with the
photographer clicking at just the right time an arm or hand
was covering up what Grandma called “your naughty parts.”

They rise to the level of art…, but then comes the big BUT
when he adds, “So, while celebrating the athletic form is
indeed art and has been for centuries, naked is still naked and
provocative is still provocative. Now we’re left to ask, “What
was Abby thinking?”

Abby’s answer to this question is that, “If you’re an athlete
and you’ve worked your whole life on your body, your body
becomes your machine. It’s not about being a sex symbol. It’s
about being proud of your body in whatever shape or form it
is. We want to show people no matter who you are, no matter
what shape you are, that’s still beautiful.”

So here’s the deal: Now that we’ve seen under the hood, will
you ever be able to look at Abby Wambach the same away?

Did you lose respect for her or gain some? Did she cheapen
herself as a role model for kids in order to appeal to an older
demographic as she enters the last phases of her playing
career and marketing potential, perfectly timed for the
London Games? Is this just another case of sexualizing the
modern athlete? Or is it a case of an empowered, intelligent
woman making her own choices — something many women
still don’t get to do?

Abby has been overwhelmingly supported in online com-
ments that say she sent a positive message to young girls to
follow their dreams, etc. But asks the writer, wasn’t
Wambach, AP Female Athlete of the Year, already sending

those messages with her clothes on?

The writer grants that Abby is an adult and can make her
own decision for her career, but wonders about the future
consequences, hoping they won’t come back to bite her. “It
will be interesting to hear Wambach the first time a young
fan asks about the pictures. I have no doubt she’ll have an
intelligent response….”

Click here for the complete article.

I know the writer means well. Yet, he and millions of our
fellow Americans cannot help themselves. All are locked in
to a mindset that automatically sees nudity one dimensionally
– it’s sex! 

Even after he talks about art and his college experience in
figure drawing 101, nudity equals sex is still firmly en-
trenched in his brain. Additionally, nudity is degrading. Abby
is something of a “fallen woman” in his eyes.

As a culture, we refuse to come to terms with our physical
bodies as inoffensive in and of itself. It either isn’t good
enough to be seen by others, or it does sexual and therefore
naughty things and shouldn’t be seen by others. Clothing
then is a badge that expresses daily the shame we feel toward
our bodies, and a curtain that prevents our shameful bodies
from offending or enticing others. 

This leaves no possible room for the celebration of the truly
most finely tuned and beautiful bodies among us. What this
sports writer expresses is akin to saying that all we need is a
book of sports statistics for a full appreciation of athletic
achievement. No need to see the athlete in action.

Whether it’s the Greeks statuary, paintings on pottery, or
ESPN, the intention is to elevate our thinking. Both attempt
to portray for us the nobility of the human body and heighten
our respect for the sacrifice and striving for excellence
embodied in the athlete. The motive is to excite awe and
wonder within us to also strive for perfection and noble
deeds physically, intellectually, and spiritually. [Ed.]

Items We Need 

Please see our website at lakeedun.com for more details.

! Non-motorized boats ! Plastic barrels

! Chipper we can borrow ! Concrete pavers

! Lawn or lounge chairs ! Aluminum cans, etc

! Large water storage tank ! Cable spools

http://www.democratandchronicle.com/article/20120715/SPORTS0103/307150020/Leo-Roth-Abby-Wambach-has-right-pose-she-right-
http://nudistsguys.tumblr.com/post/26269724596


The Black Naturist

I bring your attention to a blog dedicated to Black Naturists.
The mast head for the blog says, “Our numbers may be small
by comparison, but we are out there.” Oh so true.

Unfortunately, although this is labeled a blog, there are only
nude pictures of black people. It would be far better to have
a well thought out series of essays that argue for and explain
naturism in the context of black people in America today.

Without giving an explanation that contextualizes the nudity
depicted in the photographs there are minimal cues on how
to “read” these photos . That is, are these just nude photo-
graphs, or are they truly depicting practicing naturists? 

Judge for yourself here.

As has been discussed in the pages of Bare Facts in the past,
we welcome all to Lake Edun. There have been members of
color in the past. However, as the blogger says, the numbers
of black naturists is small. We hope that will change. For that
matter, we invite persons of all racial groups. 

What better circumstance can there be than when everyone
puts off their clothes and stereotyped masks to meet simply as
human and get to know one another? We are on one planet.
We stand or fall together. History is what has happened. The
future is yet to be written. Let us write it together. [Ed.]

Being a Naturist: One Woman’s Experience

I was not a very confident girl growing up. I was teased and
picked on a lot to say the least. Mostly, I was just trying to
scoot by under the radar at both my private Catholic grade
school and later in high school. I learned one thing during
that time: to wait this out. That is what I did. I waited.

It felt like forever at the time, but it ended and I became an
adult. I had a care-taking job. I worked holidays, and all week
long. Still something was missing. I had a job I liked and I
went out with friends regularly. What could it be?

It wasn’t until I met my husband that I started to piece it
together. He showed me the confidence that I lacked. He
gave me many new experiences to try. A typical exchange
between us would go something like this: he would suggest
something new to do or try and I would refuse initially only
to try it later and, in almost every case, love doing it!

You would think that I would be able to bypass this initial
hesitation when presented with a new experience to try and
that I would learn to trust that my husband knows what I will
like. For the most part, I have let go of the overwhelming
fear. Thanks in a very large part to being a naturist.

Like most women, my first time going to naturist club was
very nerve-wrecking. A thousand questions went through my
head all at once. Questions like: “What will they think of
me?” “What if I stare too much?” “What if I don’t like being
naked in public?” “What if no one talks to me?”

If you have never been to naturist club before, you may have
same thoughts that I did the first time I was nude in public.
That’s natural and that is fine! Everyone is nervous in new
situations. Being clothing-free make everyone equal, though.
There is much less competition due to the elimination of
material goods.

Some tips that might help you to relax during your visit:

§ Everyone there is there to be nude. They are there at the
nudist club because they ENJOY being clothing-free!

§ Everyone is nervous their first time being naked with
others.

§ No one will come on to you just because you are naked.
That is against the code of conduct and all naturist clubs
take great pains not to be associated with anything
sexual or erotic.

§ There are definite rules about bringing your mobile
phones, all mobile phones have cameras now, and
cameras into a naturist resort. Some resorts will let you
bring them in and use them while you are there, if you
get permission from the people who will be in the
photograph. Other nudist resorts will not allow your
mobile phones or cameras on the premises; however
they may have a camera you can request to borrow from
the main office instead.

I have been living the clothing optional life for about two
years now. And the list of things that I have discovered both
about myself and others is a bit surprising. For instance, who
would have thought that taking your clothes off and baring
all would result in a greater acceptance of your own body? It
sounds completely crazy, but it is true for me. I have a higher
level of body image approval in the short time I have been a
naturist than in all the years I have spent clothed.

I have also learned that status does not matter when you are
naked. No one cares if you are the highest ranking official
who makes the most money or if you are experiencing
extremely hard times. Being nude is the best equalizer there
is. No one cares how fit you are or what kind of car you
drive, those things have no place at naturist resorts.

Being nude is fun! Where else can you openly skinny dip that
is socially acceptable? What’s the best thing about being
naked? It has to be the lack of a soaking wet swimsuit!
Naturist clubs are relaxing places. Those who are at the
nudist resort are there for enjoyment, not networking. Leave
the office politics at the office and enjoy the company of
others. Nudists are fun people! Go to a resort and make some
life-long friends!

I hope that when you go to your first nudist club, you are able
to relax and enjoy it as much as I have done and will con-
tinue to do in future visits. Being naked is the best thing I
have ever experienced! I hope it will be the same for you!

-Genevieve

Go here for more on this. 

Support Naturism, Join TNS

Sometimes we forget how much others do to support those
things that are most important to us. That is certainly the case
for the Naturist Society. 

From their superb publications to their tireless support for the
rights of Naturist across the country, we always count on the
Naturist Society to represent our interests. They need to count
on us. Show your support by joining TNS today.

http://blacknaturist.tumblr.com/
http://www.promotingnaturism.com/2012/05/10/my-naturist-experience/
http://naturistsociety.com/


Change Is In The Wind 

Here are some interesting quotes:

“On July 9…news channel aired a news segment on the
centennial celebration of the National Museum, which was to
display several sculptures of renowned Italian Renaissance
artists. One of them is Michelangelo's David-Apollo – not the
ubiquitous David, mind you, but nude nonetheless.

“The video that accompanied the news revealed the full body
of the subject but with his genitalia pixilated. 

“This ‘mosaic’ effect stirred up a debate online, with most
opposing the act. In a repeat broadcast, CCTV removed the
mosaic but did not offer explanation either for the erstwhile
cover-up or for the later change.

“The embrace of athleticism was an even stranger notion, as
a strong male physique or physical power was invariably a
manifestation of brute force or low-class travail.

“As a result, the naked body has been inextricably associated
with obscenity.”

“One may ask: Where is the line of moral decency? The
easiest way to draw the line, it seems, is whether certain body
parts are visible. 

“They may not realize that salacity can exude from more than
the private parts of the body. The eye, the mouth, the hand
gesture, the pose, all can convey a sense that the old school
would consider amoral – if you know how to read it.”

“Rarely does a month go by without a controversy that
involves some form of nudity. 

“However, the fundamental struggle remains as a still sizable
audience without proper education of fine arts fails to
differentiate the art of aesthetic enjoyment and the art of
arousal.” 

After reading these quotes, what country do you suspect
would generate these observations? If your first suspicion
was that these comments reflect the situation in the United
States it would be understandable. You would be wrong. It’s
from an article from China. See how much we have in
common with the peoples of the world?

Puritanical cultures can arise without sharing a common
history or values. However, if the writer is correctly repre-
senting the changes in outlook occurring in China, we may
find the Chinese becoming more body friendly than our-
selves. Time will tell. As the writer suggests, “The evolution
for better discernment for art and more tolerance for body
image is gradual and takes many baby steps.” 

The entire article is well worth the read.

“Be glad, my merry friends, and let the warm sunlight heat now

heart and limb! Cast off these cold rags! Run naked on the

grass, while Tom goes a-hunting!” – Tom Bombadil in

J.R.R.Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings 

 Lake Edun Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 1982

Topeka, KS 66601-1982

Membership Application
Change of Address Form

Please Print

  MI          Last 
Name: First 

Address: 

City: State    Zip 

Phone:            DOB   E-mail Address 

All information provided is strictly confidential. If you are joining as a
couple, include names for both people. If you are a couple not living
together, make a copy of this form for the other individual. (NB: To
promote gender diversity, a couple is defined as one male and one
female.) Those willing to assist with upkeep a minimum of 10 hours

per year may deduct $50. One subscription to our newsletter Bare Facts
is included with membership. A subscription only to Bare Facts is
available for $20.00. New members will receive a Waiver and Release
which must be completed before membership is finalized. Visitation
restrictions apply to Associate Membership.

Amount
Membership Fees: Single Couple

Lake Edun Foundation Membership 275.00 350.00

Associate Member (Over 125 miles away) 175.00 250.00

Working Membership (Discount) (50.00) (50.00)

NUTs Membership (Must be under 30) 75.00

Separate Mailing Address for members 12.00

No Sex, No Violence ... Only Nudity First Naked Plays – DVD 25.00

Lake Edun Exposed – DVD or video 45.00

Naturist Society Membership 60.00

Subscription to Bare Facts only 20.00

Tax Deductible Donation - Improve our Educational Program

Tax Deductible Donation - Legal Defense Fund

   Total Enclosed - Check, Money Order, or Credit Card

 Exp.        /       Charge my G Visa; G MasterCard G Discover G AmEx # 

Note: There is a $30 charge for any checks returned unpaid for any reason.  Security code                   

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2012-07/14/content_15579863.htm
http://www.lakeedun.com/
http://www.lakeedun.com/shop/membership/

